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Date: 18th June, 2020.  

Day: Thursday 

Tutor’s video link: https://youtu.be/JLQDLq-O_tg 

 

 

 About Author 

“Nicholas Horsburg”is an educational consultant and resource person. After completing his 

higher education abroad, he worked in close association with his father, DavidHorsburg .He is 

author of several successful course in English and other subjects. 

Theme of the story 

Adventure and imagination. 

Introduction about story 

This story is about a dream of a boy but when he woke up the reality was changed. 

Keeping in mind dream is a word which we get main idea of the story. Here the title is Anwar’s 

dream its mean the main character of the story is Anwar and Anwar has a dream now moves 

towards the book reading. 
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Reading and Explanation (Page#02) 

It is a hot (warm) day. Anwar (Noun) is in his garden (Noun).He is sitting (verb) under (p) 

(beneath) a banana (Noun) tree (Noun).It has big (Adjective)leaves. Anwar (N) is counting 

(verb)ants(Noun).They are climbing (v) (Go up) a dead[Adjective)tree. Anwar is nodding (verb) 

his head. He is closing (shut) his eyes. Is Anwar thinking (verb)? No, he is not. Is he sleeping 

(verb)? Yes, he is .soon Anwar is dreaming (verb). He is making (verb) a present (gift). It is for 

his mother. 

Words/ Synonyms 

Words  Synonyms Antonyms 

Hot Warm Cold 

Under beneath Up 

Climbing Go up Down 

Closing Shut Open 

Words / Sentences 

Words Sentences 

hot  

garden  

under  

closing  

thinking  
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Date: 19th June, 2020. 

Day: Friday 

Tutors videos link: https://youtu.be/ZjRwV9isSS8 

Read the above paragraph andAnswer the following Questions 

Q#1:  Where is Anwar? 

 

 

Q#2:  What is Anwar counting? 

 

 

Q#3:  Where are the ants? 

 

 

 

Q#4: Who is closing his eyes? 

 

 

Fill in the blanks 

a) It is a ------------------day. 

b) Anwar is sitting under a --------------------tree. 

c) Anwar is in his --------------------. 

d) They are climbing a ---------------tree. 

e) He is making a -------------------. 

Answer key 

a) Hot   b) banana    c) garden    d)   dead    e) present 
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Workbook Exercise (pg# 3, 5) 

 Write “a” or “an” before the words 

a) --------house                    g)-------- shoes 

b) -------river                       h)-------- chair 

c) ----------tiger                   i)-------hammer 

d) --------cloud                    j) -------- flower 

e) ---------bird                    k) ----------saw 

f) ---------nest                    l) -------------axe 

Write the correct numbers (1, 2, 3…..) in the given boxes 

Anwar closes his eyes. 

Anwar wakes up. 

Anwar is counting ants. 

Anwar is making a present. 

Anwar goes to sleep. 

The ants bite Anwar. 

Anwar is sitting under a tree. 
Anwar has a dream. 

Date: 20th June, 2020. 

Day: Saturday 

Tutors videos link: 

 

Reading and Explanation (Page#03) 
Anwar (Noun) is climbing (go up) (verb) the dead tree (Noun). He (pronoun) is sitting (verb) a 

branch (object). He is chopping (cutting) it with an axe. Anwar falls down .Anwar shouts 

(yelling). Anwar wakes up (gets up). The (Article) ants (Noun) are biting (verb) Anwar (noun). 

Now he is dancing (verb) and shouting (verb) and running (verb). 

words synonyms Sentences 

climbing Go up  

chopping cutting  

shouts yelling  

biting cut  
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Read the above paragraph and Answer the following Questions 

Q#01:  What happens to Anwar? 

 

 

Q#02: What are ants doing? 

 

 

True/False 

a) Is Anwar chopping tree with knife? 

b) Anwar is sitting on a branch. 

c) The ants are not biting Anwar. 

d) Is Anwar weeping or shouting? 

 

Date: 22nd June, 2020. 

Day: Monday 

Tutor video link: https://youtu.be/LN6lfCkb5No 

(Exercise) Fill in the blanks with suitable words. 

a) Anwar -----------------down. 

b) He is sitting --------- a -----------------. 

c) He is chopping --------------an axe. 

d) The -------------are biting Anwar. 

e) Anwar ------------up. 

Answer key 

a) Falls    b) on ,branch   c) with   d) ants   e) wakes 
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Activity 

Matching synonyms and Antonyms 

Words Synonyms Antonyms 

Angry   

Shy   

Windy   

Old   

Clean   

 

 

 

 

Date: 23rd June, 2020 

Day: Tuesday 

Tutor video link:https://youtu.be/f-Mw4KiNBxA 

Read these sentences and arrange them (pg#6) 

a) Anwar is closing his eyes.-       ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

b) Anwar is counting ants.         ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

c) Anwar is in his garden.         ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

d) Anwar is dreaming.             -------------------------------------------------------------------- 

e) Listen to the words           ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Listen to the words and repeat them aloud. Say the vowel sounds carefully. (pg#7) 

A bag Hat rat   

E leg Bed red   

New, stormy, brave, 

tidy, timid, dirty, mad, 

calm, happy, aged 
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I pit Sit nib   

O hot Not log   

U cup Bus jug   

Activity 

Read the following words, and then draw faces to show them. 

Happy Sad Angry Me 

 

 

 
 

 

Write a sentence about each word: 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Date: 24th June, 2020. 

Day: Wednesday 

Tutor Video link:https://youtu.be/7PnhA7QYrSA 

 

Theme 

Adventure and imagination 

Introduction  

This is a story about a girl. Her name is Rahila. She has lost her bangles .She was so worried 

about her bangles. A leaf is falling from the tree. It moves in front of her. Soon the leaf falls 

into hole. When she picks up the leaf. She finds her golden bangles under it. So, the leaf was 

lucky for her. 

Reading and explanation of story (pg#13) 

Rahila (Noun) is crying (weeping) (verb) .She (pronoun) has lost her golden (adjective) bangles 

(verb).Don’t, cry (verb),Rahila, says Mum.”Go and play”. 

Rahila goes outside. She sits under (beneath) her wood-apple tree(verb). It is next to the wall. 

Rahila counts the leaves on the tree. One,   two, three, four….One leaf (Noun) is falling 

(dropping) from the tree. The wind blows (flutter). It carries (pick) the leaf up into (preposition) 

the air. The leaf is now in front (before) of her. 
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Words/ Synonyms 

Words Synonyms Synonyms 

Crying weeping  

Lost missing  

Falling dropping  

Carries Pick  

Under beneath  

Words / Sentences 

Words Sentences 

Crying  

Lost  

Leaf  

Falling  

Under  

Date: 25th June, 2020. 

Day: Thursday 

Tutor video link:https://youtu.be/pi7De7BPCk0 

Read the above paragraph andAnswer the following Questions 

Q#1:  What does Rahila lose? 

 

 

Q#2:  Where does Rahila sit? 
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Q#3:  What does Rahila do? 

 

 

Q#4: Where does the leaf fly? 

 

 

Q#5:  What is the name of girl? 

 

 

Fill in the blanks 

a) Rahila is -----------------------. 

b) She has lost her ---------------bangles. 

c) She sits -------------------wood –apple tree. 

d) The leaf is -----------------from the tree. 

e) The -----------------blows. 

Answer key 

a) Crying   b)golden     c) under   d)falling    e)wind 

Read word on the left side. Then circle is synonyms and cross out Antonyms. 

Words  Synonyms Antonyms 

Glum Happy, sad, glad   

Tiny Little, huge, large   

Wrong Correct, good, false   

End Start finish, begin   

Easy Hard, simple, tough   
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Workbook Unit#02 (page#10+11) 

Look at the picture. Fill in the blanks with the prepositions given in the box. Use 

each preposition only once. 

a) There is a baby bird---------------------------------the nest. 

b) There are many leaves ---------------------------the branches. 

c) A goat is ----------------------------------------------- the tree. 

d) A baby is hiding ---------------------------------the bush. 

e) The bush is ------------------------------------- the tree. 

f) A girl is sitting ----------------------------------the tree. 

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

Date: 26thJune, 2020. 

           Day: Friday 

      Tutor video link:https://youtu.be/a-TvhLDVfCo 

 

Reading and explanation of story (b.pg#14) 

Rahila(Noun) stands up. The wind (Noun) starts again. The leaf (Noun) dances (verb) up and 

down—left and right .It turns and turns! It spins like a top (Noun).  It climbs (verb) high above 

the roof! What fun says Rahila! Says Rahila (Noun).Rahila runs (Verb) after the leaf (Noun). It 

moves in front of her and behind (after) her. 

Soon, the leaf falls into a hole. It is at the side of a rosebush. Rahila picks up (pluck) the leaf. 

She finds (verb) her golden bangles under it. Rahila laughs (smile) .She takes (verb) bangles 

(Noun) and the lucky (fortunate) (adjective) leaf to show Mum. 
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Words/Synonyms 

Words Synonyms Synonyms 

start Begin  

high Above  

behind After  

laugh Smile  

under beneath  

Words /Sentences 

Words Sentences 

start  

high  

behind  

laugh  

under  

Date: 27th June, 2020. 

Day: Saturday 

Tutor video link:https://youtu.be/a-TvhLDVfCo 

Read the above paragraph and Answer the following Questions 

Q#6:  Where does the leaf fly? 

 

 

Q#07: Where does the leaf fall? 

 

 

Q#08: Why does Rahila laugh? 
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Make the Sentences true (T) or False (F) 

a) Sara runs after the leaf. 

b) The leaf falls into a hole. 

c) Rahila picks up the ring. 

d) The wind blows. 

e) Rahila takes the bangles and the lucky leaf to show sister. 

Answer key 

F T F  T F 

__________________________________________________________ 

Date: 29th June, 2020. 

Day: Monday 

Tutor video link:https://youtu.be/sCN60C3_3GA 

Look at the picture in the lesson. Write answers to the following 

questions. 

a) How many flowers are there on the rosebush? -------------------------------------------------------. 

b) How many wood- apples are there on the grass? ----------------------------------------------------. 

c) How many bangles does Rahila have? ----------------------------------------------------------------. 

d) How many birds are on the branch? -------------------------------------------------------------------. 

e) How many pots are near the wall in the picture on page 13? --------------------------------------. 

Fill in the blanks with following words. 

Rahila One leaf picks up left blows 

a) ------------- is crying. 

b) ---------------------- is falling from the tree. 

c) The wind ------------------------------. 

d) The leaf dances -------------and ---------------and right. 

e) Rahila -------------------------up the leaf. 
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Listen to the sounds then aloud Say the words. 

cl Sl Ch dr 

clap Slam Chip drop 

clip Slap Chimp dream 

    

    

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: 1st July, 2020. 

Day: Monday 

Tutor video link:https://youtu.be/15MXWFXwqAs 

 

Theme 

Animals 

Introduction of story 

This story is about the visit of farm. Sami and Nida are ridding the horses.Maryum is playing 

with the kittens. There are different animals A framer is driving the tractor. 

Reading and explanation of story (b.pg#23) 

It is Sunday. They are visiting (Verb) the farm. Sami (Noun) and Nida (Noun) are ridding (verb) 

the horses. They are going slowly (not quickly).Maryum is playing (verb) with the kittens 

(babies cat). The cows (Noun) are in the barn (housing for farm animals). They (pronoun) are 

eating grass. The chickens are looking (verb)worms (small animals with long thin bodies). The 

dog is barking(loud cry of dog)at (preposition) the cat (Noun). The lambs (Noun) are playing 

(verb) in the field. The farmer (person who look after the farm) is driving the tractor. The 

tractor(Noun) is going(verb) fast. 
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Words /Synonyms 

words /Synonyms 

 

Synonyms synonyms 

Farm Field  

Kitten baby of cat  

Fast Quick  

Worms Moth  

Field A piece of land used for 

animals 

 

 

____________________________________________________ 

Date: 2nd July, 2020. 

Day: Thursday 

Tutor video link: 

Words / Sentences 

Words Sentences 

Farm  

kitten  

fast  

worms  

field  
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Read the above paragraph and Answer the following Questions 

Q#1:  Where are the children? 

 

 

Q#2:  Who is playing with kittens? 

 

 

Q#3:  What is the dog doing? 

 

 

Q#4: Why are the chickens looking for worms? 

 

 

 

Q#5:  Where are the lambs? 

 

 

Q#6:  What are the cows eating? 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Date: 3rdJuly, 2020. 

Day: Friday 

Tutor video link: 

Use words from the story in the blanks. 

a) Sami and Nadia are ----------------------the horses. 

b) Maryum is ---------------------------with the kittens. 

c) The dog is ------------------------at the cat. 

d) The tractor is ----------------------fast. 

e) The farmer is -----------------------the tractor. 

Make sentences of your own using these words. 

a) Driving------------------------------------------------------------------- 

b) Stopping----------------------------------------------------------------- 

c) Walking----------------------------------------------------------------- 

d) Flying-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Put these words into the correct boxes. 

shoe playing tomato tooth rubbing desk 

buy take boy sing see pencil 

 

Things 

 

 

 

Actions 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Date: 4thJuly, 2020. 

Day: Saturday 

Tutor video link: 

Add – ing to the following action words. 

Example:run-------running 

a) Hit ----------------------------                          f) dip--------------------- 

b) Put----------------------------                           g)cut--------------------- 

c) Fit----------------------------                           h)hop--------------------- 

d) Pat---------------------------                             i)sip---------------------- 

e) Rub-------------------------                             j)tap----------------------- 

Activity 

grandmother  mother       brother      boy 

girl                        man                   father                 sister 

woman                  uncle                 grandfather        aunt 

Can you put the words given above in two lists? 

MALE 

 

 

 

 

FEMALE 

Workbook unit#03(pg#20) 

Here are some actions words.Add ----ing to the following. 

Example: run    running 

a) Fan--------------------------      e) let------------------------------ 

b) Get-------------------------       f) rob ------------------------------ 

c) Set-------------------------       g) trip ----------------------------- 

d) Clap------------------------       h) shop --------------------- 
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Creative writing 

My Favourite Fruit 
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Creative writing 

My Pet 
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Singular /Plural 

Singular Plural 

Boy  

Kite  

Book  

Pencil  

Chair  

Ball  

Table  

Bag  

Tree  

Flower  

Girl  

Hand  

Spoon  

Pen  

Pot  

Mug  

Hen  

House  

Room  

 

 


